Abstract: The purpose of this study is to do the simulation by using arbitrage facilities for such investment of foreign exchange. This study will find the best foreign exchange between US Dollar, SGD, CAD and Yen, with the best interest rate and the best inflation rate for such transaction by using arbitrage transaction mechanism. In forex transaction, the risk of speculation is very high but this is becoming a reason why this kind of transaction was being attractive and obviously more economic players have an opportunity to get more profit due to differences occurred (spread) on exchange rates. The problem is how to manage such situation the most possible way, especially for managers. The role of estimation, for example by knowing the variables that determined foreign exchange rates, is getting more important in forex trading. Beside that, arbitrage can give additional profit flom a forex investment and windfall profit from the spread ofthe foreign exchange.
INTRODUCTION
In intemationaleconomics context related to interstates transaction, we could not free ourselves from various types offoreign exchanges (forex) as a means of payrnent.
International Monetary growth can be influenced by fluctuating of exchange rate. In macro, decline or the recovery ofexchange rate will infl uence inter-states expoft and import volume. Change ofrate also affected the product competitiveness and will burden payment offoreign debt. Thereby inter-states exchange rate play important role in determining monetary policy.
Crisis in exchange rate experienced by Indonesia starting inthemiddleofthe 1997 believed as consequences of Indonesian economics more integrated in global economics. Thiscrisisalso experienced by someAsian countries started with Thailand currency, creeping to Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, and South Korea. But arnong those currencies, Indonesia is the hardest one and the longest lasting.
Based on international monetary system development, there are three systems of rate determining, whichare: fixed rate system, floating rate system and the rate system that correlating a currency to one or more other currencies. Since 1978 up to l3 August 1997 lndonesia adopted floating control system. By this system, exchange rate determined by forex market Vol. 5, No. l (supply and demand) combines with control by monetary authority. One of control by a Government is to conduct market intervention when rate fluctuations exceed the certain boundaries (12 percent).
But due to the distortion of monetary atJuly 1997 was too strong, hence on 1 4 August 1997 government decided to take of the boundaries. By this decision, Government left the floating control system and changed to pure float system.
During the end of Pelita VI and entering Pelita VII, Indonesia has been knocked over by a cuffency crisis. The crisis was because of wide-spreading of cuffency crisis and financial institution effect due to some acti on of forei gn specu lator in Thai land on MarchJune 1997 (Anwar,1997 . In efforts to overcome the crisis, Bank Indonesia on 14 August 1997 discharged his intervention on Rupiah and exchange rates to ''Floating Exchange Rate". Since then interest rate level was bouncing up and unstable. Between JuneNovember 1997 value of Rupiah was depreciated up to 35o/o,loan interest rate went up to 30% per year. Up to January 1998 Rupiah was depreciated up to 300%. This was the reason that more than half of big and middle sized companies took a tight effrciency policy up to labor rationalization (termination), Chronologic of economic crisis of Indonesia July 1991 -June 1998:21 July 1997 Rupiah suffered impact of bath Thailand crisis. Rate of Rupiah changed from Rp 2.450 -Rp2.500 per USD to Rp 2.650 -Rp2.6821 USD. On 21-24 July 1997: Rate of Rupiah keep on fluctuating, Bank of Indonesia tried to overcome with intervention to forward market. Rate of Rupiah little bit stabilized to Rp 2.545/USD. On 29 July 1997: Government tightens the liquidity by boosting up SBI interest rate from 60/oto 14%oand SPBU temporarily wiped off. On l4August 1997: Depreciation of Rupiah seems cannot be held any more, intervention of Bank of Indonesia (BI) by sold USD 1 billion of fbrward was r.rot help. BI altered the systern frorn floating control to free float system in order to save the currency reserve.
On I 5 ALrgust199'7 : peoplepanics,companies that not cover their assets (hedging) confused because their debt suddenly.jump up to 500%. On 16 Ar,rgust 1997: State speech of President Soeharto, no significant changed. Finance Minister Mar'le MLrhammad kept on liquidity tightening, i.e. rescheduling of projects. On I 8 August 1991 Panicity of people and companies still went on. Companies and foreign investors sold their current asset in Rupiah to minimize loss, as results pressure on Rupiah continues. On l9 August 1997: liquidity tightening conducted by SBI rate of one and three-month increased to 300/o and2SYo respectively. A signal of future rate will fall down (?). On 20 August 1997: many banks lost in bank clearance so that Rupiah become more progressively depreciated to US dollar.
On 21 August 1997: as the effect of Rupiah withdrawal by BUMN in Banks, and high rate of SBI hence the Rupiah became rare. Banks suffered from insuffiency of fund as an impact of rates war, so it was unavoidable the rate went up to 30%. On 25 August 1997: Rupiah relatively stabilized but interbank rate or overnight Interest rate r,vent up to reaclt 100%. On 26 ALrgust 1991: Bl intervened by giving fund of USD 500 rnillion to small banks rvhich suffering liquidity difficulties. On 27 Augr.rst 1997:Bl sold Rp 976 billion as redemption of SBI due date, Rupiah kept on depreciated . On 2 April 1998: IMF and Indonesia agreed on a new macroeconomic forrnula APBN 199811999, inclusive of economic contraction 50l0, inflation 45%o and deficit budget. On l5 June 1998: Rupiah traded around Rp 14.700 per USD. On 25 June 1998: signing of the fourth agreement with IMF, economic growth 199811999 revised to minus more than 10%, Rupiah stabilized to Rp10.000/USD at for"rrth quafter of 1998, inflation 80% and the budget deficit 8,5% from GDP.
The desire to invest was influenced by existing business climate, comprised of government policies, economic and political stabilities as well as current bankine interest rate. Besides above desire. other Bus i nes s ond Entre pre neuria I Rev iew problem is whether the investment will produce an optimal return. This investment problem progressively became more confusing because of more investment alternatives, physically and in the form of foreign currencies, in convertible and profitable way.
Characteristic of worldwide economic in last decade is thetrend of economic player to invest in the form offoreign currencies. Thetendency likely became a new symptom in Indonesia with the growing of new enthusiasm among bankers to conduct foreign currency trading. It was an easy condition in proposing to be a foreign exchange bank and big advantage will obtain.
Except foreign exchange bank, big companies can also owned their own trader; even tend to rent modern of computer peripheral which did not fail compared to bank dealing room. Many kind of facilities and type of transactionscanbeconducted in forex market. One ofthem is transaction of arbitrage representing a popular forex transaction in the dealing room, where this arbitrage facility can give additional advantage of an investment in forex and also advantage from the difference of spread level of exchange of the currency.
From financial side, this high leverage level was interesting because can give high retLrrn on investment and much higher from transaction of curency in cash, on the contrary the risk to be experienced of also have to be calculated due to the high level ofleverage. Therefore the decision making process became irnpoftant, especially concerning the time to sell or to buy back. Ideally, most beneficial when trader buy at low price and sell at high price. But high distortion due to fast rotation and unforeseen, it was often buy high and sell low occurred. In forex trading, fluctuation level of a foreign currency becomes a dilemma. At one side, govemment and business need a stable transfer in order to draw more accurate long-range planning, but for trader in the other side, the fluctuation is the opportunity to gain profit due to the difference ofexchange transfer. Regardless pros and contras, fluctuation willremain as long as the level of transfer influenced by demand and supply. Some factors or conditions that influencing rate of forex are: (1) . supply and demand foreign currency, (2) balance of payment (BOP) position, (3) Inflation rate,(4) Interest rate, (5) Level of income, (6) Government Control, (7) Expectation and specu lation/issue/rumors.
Each company with international transactions wi | | have receivables and payables in many form of forex. To determine whether it requires a hedging (on receivables and payables) or not, is to pay attention ofrate fluctuation (appreciation i depreciation) ofsuch forex. If the company own receivables in forex that would be appreciated (FR > SR), hedging not need to be done. On the contrary, if the forex would be depreciated (FR < SR), hedging is needed. So that if a company own payable in forex that would be appreciated (FR > SR), hedging is required to be conducted, on the contrary, if the forex would be depreciated (FR < SR), hedging not needed.
Based on above identified problems, the main objective of this research are: (l). Among those foreign currencies circulating in Indonesian market, which one is sensitive to changes in interest rate and inflation?, (2). Among Interest Rate Parity and Purchasing Power Parity, which one is the most dominant influencing the exchange rate? (3). How bad is the impact of depreciation of Rupiah to Indonesian economics?
METHODS
Definition of Forex or Foreign Currencies. Foreign currency or foreign exchange (forex) was interpreted as other foreign money as medium of exchange and used as payment of economic transaction in international trade and having a record of official rate at central bank.
Currency which is often used as mediurn of exchange and unit of calculation in economic transaction and international finance knowrr as hard currencies that is a currency which value is relatively stable and sometimes experienced of appreciation or value increase compared to anther curencies. Generally, this curencies corning frorn developed industrial countries such as dollar-United States (USD), yen-Japan (JPY), Deutcl, Mark -Germany (DEM), pound sterlingEngl ish (GBP), franc-France (FRF), dollar-Australia ( AUD), franc Swiss (SFR) and others.
On the contrary Soft Currencies are weak currencies which seldorn used as medium of exchange and calculation unit because its value relatively unstable The difference of Supply and Demand of Forex. Forex as an economic object has supply and demand at forex market. The source of forex supply consisted of: exportation of services and goods that produce forex and importation of capital goods and other forex transfer, from or abroad into the country. The source of forex demand consisted of: importation ofservices and goods using forex and exportation of capital and other forex transfer from the country to outside. According to market mechanism theory any changes in supply and demand of forex at the market will alter the price or value of the forex shown by the forex rate in Graph 1 as follows: From above graph it is noticed that as expofting goods/services (Xbj) and capital imporl (Cm) went up, supply of forex (Sfc) will increase. When demand of forex (Dfc) remains unchanged, there will be decrease in forex. In this case forex will be depreciated, while domestic cunency or RLrpiah will be appreciated (Rp 4.500fuSD) and if importatiorr of goods/services (Mbj) and capital exporl (Cx) went up, so the demand of forex (Dfc) will increase. If the supply of forex (Sfc) remains unchanged, there will be increase in forex. In this case forex will be appreciated while domestic cuffency or Rupiah will be depreciated (Rp 5.500 / usD).
Position of Balance of Payment (BOP).
Balance of payment or balance of international payBus in e s s and Entre pre neurial Review ment is a note that compiled systematically about all international economic transaction covering commerce, finance, and monetary between resident of a country with overseas resident in a certain period, generally one year. Note of international economic transaction consisted of exportation and importation ofgoods, services, and capital at one specified period will produce a position of positive balance (surplus) or negative (deficiQ or equilibrium.
In CurrentAccount and capital account will produce position of balance of change of foreign exchange reserye (dR) which reflecting forex balance position or which owned by state for the pertinent period. In this case if it shows a positive sign (+) means surplus in BOP. On the contrary if it shows negative sign (-) means deficit in BOP. Theoretically, the balance position ofdR can influence rate offorex because of following reasons:
Ifbalance position of dR is positive means supply of forex bigger than its demand (Sfc > Dfc or Ddc > Sdc) forthe ceftain period, so it will generate a positive effect that means the value of dornestic currency (Rupiah) relatively stable at stock market that can Conversely, if balance position of dR is negative because Sfc < Dfc or Ddc < Sdc, so it will generate a negative effect that means the value of domestic currency (Rupiah) relatively weak or forex rate tend to increase in forex market and often followed by the issue of Rupiah devaluation.
Level of Inflation (Inflation rate). How the level of inflation could influence the forex rate described on Granh 2. Vol. 5. 2005 .IPYIIO/LISD JPY IO5/TISD .IPY IOO/LISD U In the beginning, rate forex JPY i USD is equal to JPYI 00per USD. AssLrmed the levelof inflation in USA increased high enough (forexarnple reached 5%), while inflation in Japan is relative stable (only 1%) and the goods sold both in Japan and USA relatively similar and could substitute each otlier. ln this circumstance, the price ofgoods in U SA wi I I be more expen sive so that imporlation to USA from Japan will increase, which will increase the demand of JPY accordingly.
On the other hand, increasing price of goods irr USA will lessen irnportation of Japan frorn USA so Business and Entrepreneurial Review 6l Graph 2. Impact of Inflation on Forex Rate LJSI) LISD the demand of USD will be decreased exactly. This change of inflation rate will influence supply and demand of forex, both ofJPY and USD, so the forex rate will be shifting from JPY100 /USD to JPYl05/ USD then JPYll0iUSD. Analysis in more detail about the relation between inflation and forex rate will be discussed further in chapter 4 by using Purchasing Power Parity or PPP Theory.
Interest Rate. Much similar with impact of inflation rate, the change in interest rate will also affect on forex rate. This influence explained by Graph 3. With existence of Germany reunification, the government needs a big fund to build the region of ex-East Germany. To fulfillthis, the government of Gerrnany boosts up the interest rate to invite foreign capital to Germany, especially from USA. Due to many USD come into Gerrnany will increase the dernand of DEM and supply of USD so that the rate of forex changed fi'orn DEM200/USD to DEM I .90/ USD.
QUSD IISD TJSD
Level of Income. The fifth Factor that can influence forex rate is the groMh of income in a state. Assume that income of Indonesian people increased while total available goods relatively less, of course it will increase the importation of goods. This increase of importation will affect to the demand of forexwhich in turn will influence the forex rate from Rp5.000/USD to Rp5.500/USD as shown at Graph 4 below. HADI Rp.5.500/USD Rp5.000/tl SD Governmental Control. In general, tlrese factor conducts in many forms of policies such as monetary fiscal, and foreign trade for certain purpose to influence the forex rate. For example: control in forex traffic fluctuation, trade barrieq tightening of money supply, increase interest rate, etc. The Government policies generally will have an effect on supply and demand of forex which in turn will affect the forex rate.
Expectation and Speculation / Issue / Rumors. The society expectation that inflation rate or deficit in USA BOT will be changed also can influence the Rp/USD forex rate. Existence of speculation or issue of Rupiah devaluation due to big deficit in current account have affected on the forex rate where USD in general was appreciated. Basically, expectation and speculation that arise in the society will influence supply and demand of forex which finally will influence the rate of forex.
Referring to the big value fluctuation of Rp to USD since end of July up to December 1991 ,although the other macro economic fundamental of Indonesia such as inflation rate, BOP position, etc relatively fine, indicates that most influencing factor that affected the forex rate is speculation / issues / rumors that hitting the business society. Thereby, big fluctuation of Rp to USD cannot be explained further by economic theories but have to be considered from political and social-economic aspects.
Theory of Bxchange Rate. Problem of exchange rate have become a very important matter. Financing activities of export and import require a legal transaction tools and internationally accepted. In other words, current economic condition and ability of a country is determined by the fluctuation of its exchange rate.
The Definition of Exchunge ftale. According to Lipsey, Steiner and Purvis (1987: 806) "Foreign Exchange Rate is the prize at which purchase and sales Bus ines s and Entreoreneurial Review Graph 4. Impact of Level of Income on Forex Rate QLJSD of foreign currency or claims on it take place, it is the amount of home currency that must be paid in order to obtain one unit ofthe foreign currency".
The staternent explained that exchange rate of foreign currency showed the amount of certain currency needed in order to get a unit of foreign currency.
Exchange Rate System. In economics it is recognized four Exchange Rate System (Madura, 1992) , that are:
Fixed Exchange Rate System. In this system, exchange rate of a currency remain constant or fluctuated in a very narrow limit because government (in this case the monetary authority) play a significant role to maintain the exchange rate.
Freely Floating Exchange Rate System. This system resides in among fixed and free floating systen. In this system, monetary authority plays an active role to stabilize the rate at a ceftain level. Therefore a reserve offoreign exchange required to buy or to sell forex in order to influence the money movement.
Pegged Exchange Rate System. It is a policy to peg the value of a currency to another currency that usually is itsmain businesspafinerintrade. Sothe pegged currency only fluctuates to others, following its pegged currency.
Currency Board System (CBS). Currency Board System represents a monetary institution or a regime that binds the exchange rate of its currency to a certain foreign currency as its standard at a certain rate and fixed. To apply this system an adequate foreign currency reserve is needed, with minimum comparison l:l with total dornestic money circulating in the society, so when there is an expansion in monetary field, additional reserve needed. For example: If government printing money means adding supply ofmoney in the society which will increase the people purchasing power, so if not supporled by an adequate
foreign exchange reserve, this system failed and economic of a state will fall to pieces. Some states are using this system, for example: Argentina.
As benefit of CBS, alnong others: (a) to ease mechanism, (b) this Regirne makes domestic currency and the forex rate more transparent and predictable, (c) this system can depress inflatiort rate because monetary authority is forced not to print money in big amount, (d). Elirnirrating companies resistance in the field of monetary and fiscal.
While its weaknesses are: (a) In this system, deficit on governmental budget cannot be financed by government (b). Governmental cannot spatially control the supply of money (c). The function of central bank become irrelevant, (d) the limitation of government. for instance, in giving loan facilities and the bank abilities, further less ability of central bank in assisting banks with problems.
Factors that Influencing the Exchange Rate. Exchange rate between currencies, of a State compared to others, can be fluctuated. According to Sartono (2001 : 18-2'7) influerrcing factors are:
Relative Prices. Closely related with inflation rate of a State. For a State with relatively lower interest rate compared to other State, its currency will be relativell strollger. vice versa.
Relative Inlerest Rates. A State with relatively higher interest rate, its cllrrency exchange rate will become stronger compared to other, because higher the interest rate will produce higher return ou investment.
Relative Economic Growth Rates. Related to the demand of goods and services of a country more strength the economic growth, the value of its cunency rvill be lessening. Suppose income of a society increased, so they will spend more in buying goods and services. This situation rvill increase the demand imported goods/services so impoftation will go up followed by demand of forex, which means local currency will experience appreciation.
Current Accounl Balance. Balance of trade also can influence the value of currency of a State. When importation is lower than export means the demand of local currency will be higher, in turn the local currency become depreciated. On the contrary if value of import higher than export, total supply of forex will increase so in turn the local currency will experience of appreciation to the foreign money.
The Definition of Forex Market. General definition of forex market is a place of international finance and commerce transaction. Forex market becomes more important because it gives oppoftunity to all economic players and other pafiicipants of forex market to exchange liquid fund in a shoft time period, Business and Entrepreneurial Review 63 like a financial institution.
The chronological growth of market from year to year as follows: (a) from year 1867 up to year l9l3 exchange value detennined by gold standard. Each currency convefted into value of gold with a certain formula. E,very state use gold reserve to suppoft their currency (b). In year 1944 up to year i 971 there were agreement among states on a fixed exchange rate system Iater known as Bretton Woods Agreement. Govemment will conduct intervention if the fluctuation more than 1Yo, (c).ln year 1971 US dof lar experienced overvalued dueto foreign demand of USD was smaller than supply. After meeting of some impoftant nations representatives, Smithsonian Agreement were decided where US dollar relatively devaluated to other currencies. Further, other forex was enabled to fluctuate up to ZYo; (d) in year 1973 currencies finally enabled freely move to follow the market and formal boundary was eliminated.
In general, the factors that influencing forex trading: (a) the Basic Economics factors which caused by central bank policies and influenced by economics conditions of a state, either internally or externally (b) the Basic Politicalfactors which caused by state political influence (c) the technical factors which caused by active role of economics players in the market, such as Short Covering, Cross Trading etc.
In forex market, there is few kind of market among others: Spot market, where forex transactions (selling and buying) based on spot rate, by immediate delivery or within 2 x 24 hours period; Forward morket,where forex transactions (selling and buying) based on forward rate, a future rate, generally for next year, was determined in advance; Currency Option morket, an alternative for entrepreneur and forex trader or speculator to sign a contract so has a rights to buy (Call Option) or the rights to sell (Put Option) which can be canceled, for a number of forex unit at a certain price and given time period; Interest Rute Parity Theory. Theory of IRP stated that difference of interest rate at International Money Market will tend to equal to Forward Rate of Premium or Discount. In other words, based on theory of IRP we will be able to determine how much change in forward rate (FR) compared to spot rate (SR) of when there are difference of interest rate between home country and foreign country. Thereby an investor will be able to decide in what currency his fund will be invested, by comparing the difference of interest rate between two states (horne and foreign country) with difference between FR and SR detennined by forward rate of premium discount.
The relation between forward premium discounts of a forex with interest rate from the money market according to IRP Theory could be deterrnined by the following formula:
FR:SR(l+p)
(1 + ih) (15%) was 9%o higher than USD interest rate (6To) so that more investor bought IDR in expectation to gain profit from the spread of interest rate.
Purchasing Power Parity Theory (PPP Theory) Besides interest rate, other popular and controversy theory in international finance is theory of purchasing power parity (PPP), focLrsing on the relation between inflation and exchange rate. There are two form of PPP theory, namely: Absolute Form. Also narned "the law of one price" introduced by Gustav Cassel after First World War. It stated that the price of same products in two different countries have to be equal, if measr,rred by Rttsiness and Entrepreneurial Review same currency will create change in demand so that one price will come near to the other price.
For example: price of bread in USA is USD.l. If the current exchange rate of Rupiah to US dollar is Rp 8.000/USD, according to The Law of one price assumption, the price of bread in Indonesia have to be Rp 8.000. So anywhere we buy bread, whether in United States or in Indonesiathe price is equal in line with the exchange rate between those countries. In fact, there are transportation cost, tariff, and the quota possible exist to prevent this absolute form of PPP. If transportation cost is high enough, demand might not change as explained, but price difference will be immanent.
Relative form. Considering the imperfect market, such as transportation cost. quota and tariff, Relative Form expressed that price changed of a prodLrct should not far differ ifrneasured by the same cLlrrency, as long as transportation cost and protection on trade remain unchanged. Theory PPP implies that exchange rate will not remain to be constant, but will fit itself in order to maintain purchasing power parity (J. Madura, 1992). Thereby, if inflation occured and exchange rate between local currency and foreign currency changed, hence the external state price index from domestic consumer perspectives as Above formula reflected the relation between relative inflation rates with exchange rate according to PPP: If Ih > If, it will produce ef > 0 (Positive) Means:the said forexwill appreciate to localcurency at the time domestic inflation rate is higher than foreign inflation rate.
Orr the contrary If Ih < If, it will produce ef < 0 (negative) Means: the said forex rvill depreciate to local currency at the time Foreign inflation rate is higher than domestic inflation rate. For Example: Indonesian inflation rate : 9o/o I year USA inflation rate: 3oh I year Spot rate at 11111998 = RP 8.000/USD, based on PPP Theory, estimated changed of forex rate and forward rate for next year. as follows:
(l + In ) Business and Entrepreneurial Review 65 :9% -3% :6%
This value was close to the one based on PPP. which was 5.8%.
Definition of Arbitrage. Arbitrage can be defined widely as effort to gain profit from price differences or as simultaneous action to buy forex in a market arrd sell it in other market. According to John F. Marshall and Vipuk K Bansal (1992:230) To describe a concept (variable which can be assessed) to measure the exchange rate, it is needed to describe the operational of variables in this research, which are independent variables and dependent variables. The Dependent variable is forex rate and independent variables are interest rate (lRP) and inflation rate (PPP).
Definition of Forex Rate: Exchange rate of a curreucy to foreign currency Definition of IRP: Changed of Forward Rate (FR) compared to Spot Rate (SR) when there are difference of interest rate betweelt Ilome country and foreign country.
Definition of PPP: Ratio between domestic price level and foreign price levelthat reflecting the balance of exchange rate between the trvo currencies with difference of inflation rate in botli countries.
Research Method. Method Lrsed in this research correlation method throLrgh multiple regression analysis. While element / unit of analysis are hard currencies covering: USD, SGD, CAD and JPY specifically will be shown the influence of each hard currency to Rr-rpiah and also the comparison of inflation and interest rate in USA, Singapore, Canada, Japan on Indonesia.
Calculation on each hard cumency covering: forex rate, IRP and PPP. Exchange Rate of each hard currency calcLrlated on Rupiah, rvhile IRP calculated by cornparing interest rate in Indonesia with interest rate in USA, Singapore, Canada, and Japan.
PPP calculated by comparing inflation rate irr Indonesia and those four rrations. Thereby we will be able to see how IRP and PPP influencins hard currency to each state.
Population and Sample. PopLrlation in this research is Rupiah exchange rate on each hard currency, while the sarnple limited to two samples that are interest rate (lRP) and inflation (PPP). Technique of sample taken used is non-probability sample, technique of Judgment Sampling.
Instrumentation and Data Collecting. In this research we used library research, while instrument used was secondary data covering: Exchange Rate in some states to Rupiah, deposit interest rate in those states, inflation in various countries and daily data of forex market and other supporting data; Source of Data is from Bank of Indonesia report, BPS (Central Bureau of Statistic).
Method of Data Analysis. In line with researclt objective, an analysis expected to obtain a conclusion on parameter of population from statistic samples so that solved the problern and proved the hypothesis. For that, a statistical analysis inferential was used on linear multiple regression. Thereby a relational test as parametric test (such as t-test and F-test) needed. Because the data analysis in this research covering Linear Multiple Regression, it could be determined:
Model summary. R shows the existence of correlation among dependent and independent variables. Adjusted R2 explained the percentage of dependent variable tl-rat can be explained by independent variable (Adjusted R2). greater the value is better For the rnodel.
Regression Coefficient. Regression model shall be as follows:
Ef : an* o,X, * a,X" + e By using data as described in tables 7, then after being processed as shown on exhibit 2 and 3, it is showed that: Model Summary. R is equal to 0,915 indicating that correlation between exchange rate and its two independent variables is close. This means that both independent variables can be used into regression equation.
Adjusted R: is equal to 0,756 meaning thatT6Yo both independent variables can explain the change on dependent variable, while the remaining 24%o explained by other variable.
This By using data as described in table 10, then after being processed as shown on exhibit 4 and 5, it is showed that:
Model Summary. R is equal to 0,917 indicating that correlation between exchange rate and its two independent variables is close. This means that both independent variables can be used into regression equation.
Adjusted R2 is equal to 0,762 meaning thatl60/o both independent variables can explain the change on dependent variable, while the remaining 24Yo explained by other variable.
This indicate that relative Interest Rate Parity of Rupiah if (there are) any difference in interest rate between Indonesia and Singapore and relative Purchasing Power Parity of Rupiah as effect of inflation rate differences in Indonesia and Singapore could explain the change of exchange rate SGD to Rupiah.
Regression Coefficient. The Regression Equation to estimate value foreign exchange rate SGD shall be as follows: Rate = 1687.839 -20.044X. + 28.467X Meaning: Exchange Rate SGD I is equal to Rp. 1687.839 Regression C oeffi cient -20 .0 4 4 expre ss i n g that each increase of(because of sign -) SGD. I of interest rate in Indonesia will weaken the rate equalto Rp. 20.044. Regression Coefficient + 28.467 expressing that each increase of(because of sign +) SGD.I of inflation rate in Indonesia will strengthen the rate equal to Rp.28.467 T:test and F-test. By using level ofconfidence 95o/o and degree of freedom (d0 : 6 it showed that t-table is L206, while result of t-test for interest rate is equalto -0.062 and for inflation variable is2.739. This means that influence of interest rate (lRP) on Exchange rate is not significant with degree of confidence 950/o andthe influence of inflation variable (PPP) on Exchange rate is also not significant with degree of confi denc e 9 5Yo. By using data as described in table 13, then after being processed as shown on exhibit 6 and 7, it is showed that: Model Summary. R is equal to 0.925 indicating that correlation between exchange rate and its two independent variables is close. This means that both independent variables can be used into regression equation.
Adjusted R2 is equalto 0.783 meaningthat 78.3% both independent variables can explain the change on dependent variable, while the remaining 21.7% explained by other variable.
This indicate that relative Interest Rate Parity of Rupiah if (there are) any difference in interest rate between Indonesia and Canada and relative Purchasing Power Parity of Rupiah as effect of inflation rate differences in Indonesia and Canada could explain the change of exchange rate CAD to Rupiah.
Regression Coefficient. The Regression Equation to estimate value foreign exchange rate CAD shall be as follows: Rate : I 802.039 + 180.953X, + 55.1 l4XM eaning: Exchange Rate CAD I is equal to Rp. 1802.039 Regression Coefficient + 180.953 expressing that each increase of (because of sign +) CAD. 1 of interest rate in Indonesia will strengthen the rate equal to Rp. 180.953 Regression Coefficient *55.114 expressing that each increase of(because of sign +) CAD.I of inflation rate in Indonesia will strenethen the rate equal to Rp. 55.1 14.
T-test and F-test. By using levelof confidence 95Yo and degree of freedorn (d0 : 6 it showed that t-table is 3.061 while result of t-test for interest rate is equal to 0.849 and for inflation variable is 2.I 08. This means that influence of interest rate (lRP) on Exchange rate is not significant with degree of confidence 95o/o andthe influence of inflation variable (PPP) on Exchange rate is also not significant with degree of confidence 95oh.
Durbin -Watson (D-W test). D-W test showed 3 .17 6 that is bigger than 2, meaning that there is an autocorrelation of residual which are negative but relatively small. By using above regression equation we got CAD exchange rate in year 1999 :2s43
To be more clearly we provide in table below: Vol. 5, 2005 Investment. Depreciation will influence producer behavior irr investing. For domestic microeconomic player, if producer obtain income in US Dollar and other foreign currency, the investment can be conducted with cheap expense. But if income is in Rupiah, investment will be very costly, because capital goods and other substances will be very costly ifpaid in Rupiah. Nationalincome The role of microeconomic player was very dominant in state economics and in depreciation period bring more profit to government. By Rupiah depreciation, the price of Indonesia product become cheaperwhen assessed by US Dollar so willencourage businessmen to export. CONCLUSION -For USD, inflation rate (PPP) has dontinant influence on foreign exchange rate. -For SGD, CAD and Yen, interest rate (IM) has dominant influence on forex rate.
Depreciation can bring negative and positive impact. But in Indonesia Rupiah depreciation brought more negative than positive impact. This was caused by high production cost due to the price of raw material, wages, cost of money fee and high inflation meaning high level of consumption was not followed by well-balanced of income level.
Low inflation rate is the main conditions to achieve other macro economic target such as minimizing the level of unemployment, availability ofjob opportunities and attractive / promising investment but in fact it was shifting to the opposite direction due to noneconomic factors such as security, political and KKN (Corruption, Col lusion & Nepotism).
Aaker, David
The Free Based on above comparisolr, when the monetary crisis occured the data fiom 1 999 up to 2003 cannot be used and failed to estimate foreign exchange rate because there were other dominant factors that influencing forex rate besides interest rate and inflation. These factors can be basic factors in economics, political and technical which caused by active role of economics players in the market.
Impact of Rupiah Depreciation on Indonesian Economics. Economic crisis that shocking over Asia in year 1997 was badly hit Indonesian economic conditions and not fully recover yet up to date. Before crisis. the exchange rate around Rp.2.400 per USD.l. In early crisis, tlre depreciation was uncontrollable and at the end of year 1997 reached250% that is around Rp. 7.000-per USD.I .
During 1998, Rupiah exchange rate experienced depreciation and appreciation. The worst one was reaching Rp. 16.000-per USD.I and then appreciated to around Rp. 10.000-per USDI . In 1999, fluctuation of Rupiah still high. This matter was caused by domestic political influence. Since year 2000 up to 2003 the fluctr-ration of Rupiah to US Dollar was relatively fair although sometimes the fluctuation still high enough.
The Policy of Rupiah exchange rate applied by Government of Indonesia before crisis in 1997 was controlled floating systern. Meaning that exchange rate of Rupiah determined by international money market where the valr-re alterable at every moment. But it was controlled by government through Bank of Indonesia as Central Bank. Determination of this exchange rate can cause distoftion. Ifthe exchange rate of Rupiah on US Dollar was below actual market value, it means that Rupiah was overvalued, or on the contrary known as undervalued (Triatmodjo, r 99s).
The impact of depreciation can be seen by these three measurements, as follows:
Inflation rate. Inflation is an increase of entire level of price in economics (Mankiw, 200l 
